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Abstract— The main objective of this thesis is to develop 

and implement dual Digital Image Watermarking scheme, 

which is robust and can sustain attack rotational on image 

file.  In the proposed scheme two watermarking scheme are 

used, so that by combined effect of both watermarking 

scheme can give a robust watermarking scheme. The feature 

of the proposed scheme is quality of a watermarked images, 

the peak signal to noise ratio was used. To evaluate the 

robustness of the tacit orientation, the watermarked image 

was examined against various kinds of attacks like rotating 

Attack, scaling attack & filtering like median filter. Peak 

signal Noise Ratio value of various geometric attacks 

(Rotation), noising attack (Gaussian noise), de-noising 

attack (Average filtering), format-compression attack (JPEG 

compression) and histogram equalization, contrast 

adjustment. In this thesis put here a breed digital image 

watermarking technique which takes the use of integer 

wavelet transform, Singular Value Decomposition, Matrix 

Norm Quantization, Discrete Cosine Transformation Modul-

2 approach and encrypt the watermark and hence enhance 

the security increasing payload. 

Key words: Digital Image Watermarking, Rotating Attack, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This need for methods and tools to protect ones intellectual 

property rights initiated the relatively new research field of 

“digital watermarks”. Someone familiar with encryption 

techniques might be tempted to ask why there is such an 

amount of interest in the research community to develop 

robust watermarking techniques, if numerous secure 

encryption algorithms are readily available because 

encryption alone often is insufficient to protect digital 

content, since unconsidered and erroneous usage by human 

operators often renders it useless. 

II. THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUES 

A. Compute the Normal Singular Value 

Decomposition,    , of A. 

B. Transform   in to  : 

1) Set components    
     |   | 

2) Choose remaining components to ensure that    is still 

orthogonal. 

C. Compute           

D. Clip and round the entries in    to integers in the range 

0. . . 255. The resulting matrix  ̃      will be a block of the 

stage-image 

III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE  

In my work I have undergone a thorough study of IWT, 

SVD and matrix norm and another approach, bit levelling 

scheme to embed the watermark .It is a hybrid work to bring 

together the strengths of SVD using matrix norm and bit 

labelling scheme. A relation between SVD and Matrix norm 

allows exploiting the advantage of SVD while embedding 

the watermark bits in predefined blocks of decomposed 

image. The decomposition is strictly done with the help of 

Integer wavelet transform. A detailed description can be 

found below: 

Every real matrix A can be decomposed into a 

product of 3 matrices        where U and V are 

orthogonal matrices,              and Σ = 

             . The diagonal entries of Σ are called the 

singular values of A, the columns of U are called the left 

singular vectors of A, and the columns of V are called the 

right singular vectors of A. This decomposition is known as 

the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of A, and can be 

written as  

        
        

          
  

where r is the rank of matrix A. It is important to 

note that each singular value specifies the luminance of an 

image layer while the corresponding pair of singular vectors 

specifies the geometry of the image. 

In SVD-based watermarking, several approaches 

are possible. A common approach is to apply SVD to the 

whole cover image, and modify all the singular values to 

embed the watermark data. An important property of SVD-

based watermarking is that the largest of the modified 

singular values change very little for most types of attacks. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK ON DIGITAL WATERMARKING SCHEME 

I want to put here a hybrid watermarking technique which 

takes the use of Integer Wavelet Transform, Singular Value 
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Decomposition, Matrix Norm Quantization, Modulo-2 

Approach [4] and Chaotic Scrambling [5].  

Of these I have given detailed account of IWT, 

SVD and Matrix Norm but still the description of Chaotic 

Scrambling and Modulo-2 approach is left. So I will start 

explaining the two one by one: 

V. TO ENCRYPT THE WATERMARK AND HENCE ENHANCE 

THE SECURITY WITHOUT INCREASING THE PAYLOAD 

We define a Logistic chaotic system: 

               

Where bifurcation parameter μ ∈ (3.569945, 4] and 

   ∈ (0, 1) 

Initial value    and bifurcation parameter μ are 

used as key space K (      to generate chaotic sequences X 

which scramble watermarks W. Concrete contents are as 

follows: 

 Chaotic sequences are rearranged according to 

ascending order as displays, obtaining ascending 

order chaotic sequence X ' and index sequence l; 

[X ', l] = sort(X) 

 Index sequence l is converted by column into two 

dimensional matrixes L; 

 Original watermark W is rearranged by scrambled 

index matrix L to generate scrambled watermarks 

W „; 

VI. MATRIX OF MODULO-2 APPROACH 

To further increase the hidden capacity, the modulus-2 

approach is employed in the higher level of IWT 

coefficients, namely,    ,    , and     sub bands with k 

being the level 2 or3 Let 

  ( ∑   

    

   

)

    

 

And             {|  |}  , where    is the 

coefficient in an n×m block. During embedding, if an input 

bit is 1 and s=1, then do nothing; otherwise, add the 

coefficient     to 1. 

In the case of input bit is 0 and s=0, then do 

nothing; otherwise, subtract the coefficient     from 1. 

Similarly, the data bits can be easily obtained at the receiver 

by computing 

   ( ∑   

    

   

)

    

 

With    being the coefficients in a hidden block. If 

  =1, then a data bit 1 is obtained, otherwise, a data bit 0 is 

obtained. The procedure is repeated until all data bits have 

been extracted. 

A. Algorithm: 

I have taken a grey-scale 256x256 lena as my host image 

data. And my watermarks are  

 A binary image „trees‟ size 32x32 to embed in first 

level decomposition 

 A binary image „logo‟ size 64x64 to embed in 

second level decomposition 

I have adopted two separate procedures for 

embedding the watermarks, one for level one and another 

for second level decomposition. More specifically SVD 

Matrix Norm quantization method will be applied for first 

level and Modulo-2 approach will be used for second level.  

VII. RESULTS 

 
Original image 256*256 gray scale image „Lena‟ 

 
First level decomposition of original image using 

cdf 1.3 -wavelet. The four parts shows the decomposition of 

image into CA, CH, CV, and CD. 

 
 The second level decomposed part of the original 

image using the CA (low low) part of the first level.                   

 
The above figure shows that watermark is 

embedded into all the high pass band of first level 

decomposition. The step size is:  step = 4. 

original image
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The above figure shows that watermark is 

embedded into all the sub bands of second level (l =2) 

decomposition. The step size =4  

 
The above figure shows the watermarked image. 

The watermarking is done at step size value of step=4. 

 
The above figure shows the watermarked image. 

The watermarking is done at step size value of step=15 

 
The above figure shows the watermarked image. 

The watermarking is done at step size value of step = 30. 

See the noticeable difference now from the previous images              

 

The above figure shows the watermarked image. 

The watermarking is done at step size value of step = 60. 

Difference is more prominent now 

 
The above figure shows the original watermark 

which is embedded in level one of the original image. This 

is a binary watermark of size 32x32.  

 
The above figure shows the extracted watermarked 

at (level 1) from each frequency sub band in which it is 

embedded.  It is clear that the original and extracted water 

mark is same. Normalized cross correlation values are 

calculated between original and extracted watermark from 

each frequency sub band. They are shown in tabulated form 

in later. 

 
Watermarked image 
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The above figure shows the rotated watermarked 

image by 2 degree in counter clockwise direction .The 

rotating attack is done at step size of 15 

 
The above figure shows the rotated back 

watermarked image. The rotating attack is done at step size 

of 15 

 
Watermarked image at step size of 15 

 
Median filtered watermarked image at step size 15 

 
The above figure shows the graph of Normalized 

Cross Correlation in case of median filtering attack 

(extracted from first level. The more the value nearer to 1 

the more robust is the watermark. The value is NCC=.8786 

at step size of step=15. 

1) Calculation of normalised cross correlation between 

original watermark ‘r’ and extracted watermark ‘w_h’ from 

ch sub band of level 1: 

 To calculate the normalized cross correlation 

coefficient between the original and extracted 

watermark we use the concept of mathematical 

formula. 

 First we take the multiplication between the 

original and extracted value for each element in the 

matrix. 

 Then we normalize these values by dividing the 

value of (w*w). Where w is the original 

watermark. 

 Mathematically 

r = r + (w*W_h) 

c = c + (R*R) 

NCC = r/c 

Where  

r = 0;   initially 

c = 0; initially 

w = original watermark 

W_h = extracted watermark from CH frequency 

sub band in resolution level (l =1).      

As the same watermark is extracted from level 1 in CH 

frequency sub band so the value obtained is NCC = 1. 

2) calculation of normalised cross correlation between 

original watermark ‘w’ and extracted watermark ‘w_d’ 

from cd sub band of level 1 :             

 To calculate the normalized cross correlation 

coefficient between the original and extracted 

watermark we use the same procedure as above. 

 First we take the multiplication between the 

original and extracted value for each element in the 

matrix. 

 Then we normalize these values by dividing the 

value of (w*w). Where w is the original 

watermark. 

Mathematically 

                         r 2 = r2 + (w*W_d) 

                        c2 = c2 + (w*w) 

                        NCC2 = r2/c2 

Where             r2 = 0;   initially 

                        c 2  = 0; initially 

                        w = original watermark 

                       W_d = extracted watermark from HH 

frequency sub band in resolution level ( l =1).      

As the same watermark is extracted from level 1 in 

CV frequency sub band so the value obtained is NCC2 = 1. 

Similarly the watermark is extracted from second 

resolution level in the entire high frequency sub band. The 

normalized correlation coefficient value is found to be 1 in 

all the cases as exact watermark is detected. From CH_2, 

CV_2, CD_2 frequency sub band the value of correlation 

coefficient is 1.  

3) Normalised cross correlation coefficient calculation in 

case of rotating attack on watermarked image: 

 Rotating attack is performed on watermarked 

image by rotating the watermarked image to 2 

degree in anticlockwise direction.  

 The similarity between the watermarked image and 

attacked watermarked image is found by 
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calculating the correlation over entire dimension of 

the attacked image. 

 The same procedure is applied as above. 

Taking                   x3 = x3 + (w * W_h_r) 

                              y3 = y3 + (w * w) 

                              P3 = (x3/y3) 

                             Where x3 = 0; initially  

                                        y3 = 0; initially 

                        P3 = correlation coefficient 

                             w = original watermark 

                            W_h_r = watermark extracted from rotated 

image 

The value of correlation coefficient found in this 

case is P3 = .23855 for step size of 15.  

The correlation value is less which shows that the 

watermarking scheme is not more robust for rotating attack 

also. 

4) Normalised cross correlation coefficient calculation in 

case of scaling attack on watermarked image: 

 Scaling attack is performed on watermarked image 

by resizing the watermarked image to half its 

original size.  

 The similarity between the watermarked image and 

attacked watermarked image is found by 

calculating the correlation over entire dimension of 

the attacked image. 

 The same procedure is applied as above. 

Taking                   x2 = x2 + (w * W_h_s) 

                              y2 = y2 + (w * w) 

                              P2 = (x2/y2) 

                             Where x2 = 0; initially  

                                        y2 = 0; initially 

                        P2 = correlation coefficient 

                             w = original watermark 

 W_h_s = watermark extracted from half scaled image 

5) Normalised cross correlation coefficient calculation in 

case of median filtering attack on water marked image: 

 Median filtering attack is performed on 

watermarked image by creating a filter.  

 The similarity between the watermarked image and 

attacked watermarked image is found by 

calculating the correlation over entire dimension of 

the attacked image. 

 The same procedure is applied as above. 

Taking                x5 = x5 + (w * W_h_mf) 

                              y5 = y5 + (w * w) 

                              P5 = (x5/y5) 

                             Where x5 = 0; initially  

                                        y5 = 0; initially 

                        P5 = correlation coefficient 

                              w = original watermark 

                               W_h_mf =watermark extracted from 

median filtered image 

The value of correlation coefficient found in this 

case is P5 = .8786 for step size of 15. The correlation value 

is high which shows that the scheme is robust for this attack. 

Step size 

step 

Correlation 

Coeff (P2) 

in scaling 

Attack 

Correlation 

Coeff (P3) 

in rotating 

Attack 

Correlation 

Coeff (P5) 

in median 

Filt.attack 

4 .17708 .6582 .7186 

15 .29206 .6784 .8786 

30 .43938 .6820 .9101 

60 .59436 .6935 .9109 

Table 1: Relation between the increasing value of scaling 

factor and correlation coefficient 

The table shows that as the value of step size are 

increased the correlation between the original watermark 

and the extracted watermark from different attacked images 

increases. In my project I have fixed the value of step size 

=15. Higher value of step size increases the energy of the 

watermark. At the step size value above 30 the watermarked 

picture quality becomes poor and it can be easily determined 

by anyone that picture has some degraded perceptual 

quality. I have increased the scaling factor from 4 to 60 at 

variable interval. 

Scaling factor of image 
Step size 

 

Correlation 

P2 

.5 15 .29206 

.125 15 .17041 

.25 15 .17381 

Table 2: Shows that at different value of attack strength the 

correlation value is decreasing. 

6) Effect of increasing value of attack strength on 

correlation coefficient at fixed value of scaling factor: 

We have analysed the effect of increasing scaling factor on 

the correlation. Here i am giving the value of correlation 

coefficient at different value of attack strength and fixed 

value of scaling factor.  

7) In rotating attack case: 

In rotating attack case I rotated the image for different value 

of angle in counter clockwise direction and for each value I 

have calculated the correlation between the original and 

extracted watermark from the rotated image. 

Angle theta Scaling factor Correlation P3 

-1 .3 .7385 

-2 .3 .6784 

-3 .3 .6554 

Table 3: Shows that at different value of attack strength the 

correlation value is decreasing. 

In this case when we are increasing the value of 

angle theta in counter clockwise  

Direction and taking the correlation between the 

extracted and original watermark, the value of correlation P3 

is decreasing. So this attack is not feasible for higher attack 

strength. 

8) In median filtering case: 

In median filtering we median filter the watermark image by 

a two dimensional filter. As I have increased the strength of 

filter the correlation value is determined and shown below in 

the table. 

Filter of size 

M by N 
Scaling factor Correlation P5 

(1,3) .3 .8786 

(2,3) .3 .6407 

(4,3) .3 .6556 

Table 4: Shows that at different value of attack strength the 

correlation value is increasing. 

M by N is a two dimensional filter which filter the 

input image passed through it. The output pixel are median 

filtered in neighbourhood of M by N of the input image 

value. The correlation value found is increasing as we are 
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increasing the value of attack strength. So we conclude that 

the scheme can be robust for higher attack strength. 

9) In Scaling Attack Case: 

In this case I have scaled the watermarked image for .5, .25, 

.125 size of original image. In each case I have calculated 

the value of correlation coefficient P1 between the original 

watermark and the watermark extracted from the scaled 

image. 

In the above table the correlation value is 

decreasing. It shows that for higher value of scaling of 

image the similarity decreases between the original and 

extracted watermark. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

I have implemented a hybrid watermarking scheme to 

embed the watermark. Although results has not been that 

anticipated but if reviewed again giving full attention on 

where the two procedures could conflict, it will result in a 

very robust watermarking technique resilient to almost all 

categories of attacks. Concept is too exploiting the 

advantages more of two or more procedures of watermark 

embedding. In my work the procedure I used in embedding 

watermark in second level found to be very less robust to 

most of the common signal processing  attacks , as against 

when used in single gave appreciable results. The causes 

could be so many from chosen wavelet to block size 

selection. A good research in this regard may lead to a very 

nice and effective approach to the area of Digital 

Watermarking.  
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